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MEMORANDUM OF CONVERSATION

PAHT IC IPANTS:

Dr. Henry A. Kissinger, Secretary of State and
Assistant to the President for National Security
Affairs
Dr. James R. Schlesinger, Secretary of Defense
Admiral Thomas H. Moorer, Chairman, Joint
Chiefs of Staff
William E. Colby, Director, Central Intelligence
Agency
.
Major General Brent Scowcroft. Deputy Assistant
to the President for National Security Affairs

DATE AND TIME:

Wednesday, October 24, 1973
1:05 - 2:42 p. In. (Luncheon meeting)

PLACE:

The Map Room
The White House

Schlesing~r:

CINe South - - Relative of Stennis and Eastland.

K~.8Sl.ngcr:

We will take care o£ it in the Congress. The President was
aware and made the dl'!cision in light of all the cirCUrIltltancea.

Colby: Arl'! you aware of the Murphy Commission?
Kissinger: Vaguely.

What is it?

Colby: A mixed cornmission. They have asked questions which would lay
me bare. I <.I.ITl going to give an unclassified reply.
Kissinger: J will bring you up-to-date •.

fi:l'C

1

We told the Soviets we would stop the resupply if there was a ceaae
and they did. Also we said that detente would suffer if they persisted.
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Dobrynin says they are at a el'oBaroa-ds. He ealled it the greatest
cl'iHiH since the Cuban crisis. He called me on Sunday -- he asked if we
(amId explort: a. ceascfire plus a reference to 242. He said they under
stood the airlift but could we not be provocative? On Tuesday they sent
Kosygin to Cairo. On Thursday the Soviets sent a proposal for withdrawal
to the 167 borders. etc. I said we would reply within 24 hours. Dobrynin
thought the military situation was a stalemate.
On :Friday, Brczhnev said they were heading for an irreversible decision
and wanted m,e to come there. I agreed for the reasons you know.
Let me tell you about the meetings there.
I told them J. was too tired to meet on Saturday, but we met anyway
and had a 5 -hour meeting. Brezhnev said detente was the moat important
thing and he wouldn't give it up for the Middle East. What difference does
5 or 10 miles make?
I filibuHtered on Friday night.

Colby: Did he seem, to be under pre s sure?
Kissinger: Gret:hko had briefed him each day.
considering doing ,something.

I got the impression they were

Moorer: I think tha.t answers the airborne alert questions.
the first steps.

They were taking

Kissinger: They,,, were grim on Friday night "- not hostile.
I criticized their proposal. I said; "We can haggle over every point,
and maybt:l you can make a few points. I will tell you tomorrow what we can
live with, and we should do it quickly. II

I sent them a. critique. Brezhnev conducted the meeting -- usually he
just introduces it. I gave him a counterproposal. It led to a screaming
match.
Schlesinger: On what'.?
Kissinger: Israeli withdrawal, etc.
,They fina.lly agreed on the re solution, and we made a side agreement -
(1) on release of the paws, and (2) the phrase "appropriate auspices" in the
~NODJS/XGDS
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resolution means U.S. -Soviet auspices. This means the U.S. and the
Soviet Union are in at the beginning of the negotiation and they consult
and stay close.thereafter. The Secretary General is on our ass; the
Security Cm.mcil is loaded against us. So the best auspices is what we
got. But we will have extensive bilateral talks with the Arabs, to say to
thCln that if they want a deal. they deal with us.
Colby: Who arc

th(~

IIparties?

11

Kiss;inger: Syria, JC?rdan and Egypt.
We had a message from the Saudia - - "get us off the hook.
three messages from Sadat and three from Hafiz Ismail.
Egypt asked me to visit while I was in Israel.
but I will do it on the China trip next "month.

11

We got

I couldn't arrange it

My theme ifi to remove the causes of conflict but we can't do it while
the Arabs are blackmailing us.
Colby: They can't blackmail.
Kiss;inger: The British are jackels. They have said they will intervene if
asked. I said, !lDonl t show your impotence, because we won't pay any
attention. 11 They said the UN should do it because they would be unhappy
otherwise. The Elfropeans have been shih.
We have shown (1) tha.t the Soviet Union can't deliver when the chips
a.:t.'c down. and (2) that the arms they buy wonft do it, and (3) the Arabs now
know they must d(!:tl through us if they want results.
If you all would work out your ideas for a reasonable settlement.
1 thinlt Egypt is looking for a way to solve the Israeli security concerns.
The problem is to reconcile Israel's security and Egyptian sovereignty. 1
have been asked: "Would I pressure Israel? II I said if there is a reasonable

proposal.
Sehlesinger: The biggest problem is Jerusalem.
Kissinger: Jordan is ready to accept the Allon plan if he can get a street.
and the mosques in Jerusalem. The goddamn Israelis won't give them a
thing.
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Colby: They'll have to now.
Kis6inger: The llolraelis now know they depend on us. They were hurting
on the 12th-13th. They were ready for a ceasefire in place. We were
ready but the Rrittsh bastards wouldn't do ito
Colby: The Europe<l.ns are the first clients for oil -- they're supplicants.
Schle singer: What shall we do with the British?
KiHHinger: in this :t:oom I think we must reconsider our European policy.

Schlcsingl.~r:

I agr(!c we must all think about our European relations.

I begin to sec your views on the French.
assurance.

They at least have self

The Gerrnans are pitiful - - they say our rnoving tanks will upset the
Arabs.
Kissinger: After two weeks, our position with the Arabs is better than
that of the Ku:ropca.nH who are kissing their ass.
The only other subject was .sALT. Gromyko said they are rethinking
SALT and it is tough for them. Therefore, I don't think we should move on
Alex' 5 Pl"oposal. rt would confuse them. It is a move to more toughne ss.
It gives a. chockl1st of our fall-off.
Colby: :How well i.nforrned were they on the Middle East?
Kissinger: They were grim on Saturday. I tried to downplay Israel's
success, not to hmniliat.e·-:thern. They said the roads were cut -- this was
Sunday rnorning. They knew quite a bit.
Their disdain for the Arabs is comple1:e.. They said if the Arabs
would stand and fight, they could wear down the Israelis.
Colby: The problcnTI, in a way, is covering the activities of your friends.
We are geared to the opposite.
They were very weak in Syria.

They are right not to tell us too much.

s.
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Kissinger:

The lea.ders a.ppeared to :me very chastened.

The inCU1"siOll was a fluke which worked.
They may get cocky again, but they'll never be the same.
I have learned something. You either do something or you don't.
If you do it, do it massively -- you take the same heat.
Schlesinger; How long will the airlift continue?
Kissinger: Until it m.elds into the sealift.
Colby: How about the deal with the Soviet Union?
Kissinger: Right now we have no deal. What I'd like to see is a bulge now
and then a cutback after my trip so as to look like it is my outcome.
Schlesinger: Our problem is we don't know what to do,
as the President sai,d, or fill their:wish list:?

Should we replace

Kissinger: It must b~ geared to two things: What they lost and what the
Soviet Union is doiug. Whatever we put in, Israel will not go to war again
without openjng a supply line to us.
Schlesinger.: One problem is OUl:' arms inventories: Tanks, TOW, 105,
Sparrow -- we are deep into inventories.
Kissinger: J. want a bulge now, over the next three weeks, and then a level
thing that we Can space out.
Colby: We shouldn't nit-pick them now.
Kissinger: By December we VIllI turn on them, but up to then we don't want
to have the Jewish community on us for not being generous now.
The dcaaline s are my trip, and the Israeli election.
We can get through one more winter, but we have got to have a
settlement next year.
Schle singer: What about aircraft?
Kissmger: Replace what they have lost and replace the Mil'ages and Mysteres.
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Sehlnsinger: How about two per month?
Kissinger: Let' B ca.ll the 40 Committee on an emergency and keep on with
the two per rnonth.
~<:hlesinger:

O. K.

We will cover the losses.

Kissinger: We have been using DPRC to get the foreign policy considerations.
I don't think that is a good forum. If you will let Sy Weiss in on what you
plan.
Colby: NSCIC. The President made me Vice Chairman. Lwould work it
like the 40 Committee.
Schlesinger: We need to straighten out the recce in the Middle East.
Kissinger: Let's do it at the next WSAG.
Schlesinger: We must decide whether to use the U-2 or the SR-71.
U -2 has a better camera.
Colby: We could

l"UIl

The

a joint recce with the Soviets.

Schlesinger: Should we look at Latakia, etc? We have our troubles with
Qacldafi. I suspect shipments are going to Egypt through Libya. The SR -71
could fly down to Libya on the coast on its return.
Kissinger: O. K.

We got away pretty well with the last one.

If they complain about tomorrow, we could say it's to fix. the ceasefirc

lines.

Colby: If we could
we could fly it

the assurance that

wouldnIt fire at the U -2,?

Kissinger: :( don't think they would.
Colby: The only irnportant coverage is the Canal.
Schlesinger: Right now we can't put out a picture.
Colby: If you would approve the paper.
Kissinger: Give me one page on how to handle the picture.
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Let's have lunch next week to discuss the possibUities of a Soviet
attack on China.
( 1 ) What we c an in fact do.
(Z) What we can tell the Chinese and the Soviets.

Colby: My estimate is a one in ten chance.
Kis Binger: I think it ' s higher.

They talk to me in a threatening way.

Colby: We think the chance for Chinese retaliation is substantial.
Rhould let the Soviets know this.

We

Schlesinger: What did you get from the Saudis?
Kissinger: I told them we will take care of their problems but we can't do
it under pressure.
I don't want a military man with me.

We can have one go later.

Schlesinger: Take Clements and leave him in Riyadh.
Kissinger: I'd rather do it later.
clalnoring. .I'll send him later.

I donlt want Simon. or anyone else

I just want to establish a mood.
anywhere except in Cairo.

I won't spend more than three hours

I don't think we want the Saudis involved in a settlement -- we should
hang it all l!~gypt and Syria.
Schlesinger: Thel;l(;) people need Tender Loving Care.
Kissinger: But not the wrong kind.

I want it but in a disciplined way.

Schlcsing(!:r: There ought t{) be a DOD representative on your trip.
Kissinger: Not to China.
Schlesinger: When there is a ceasefire issue. there should be.
Kissinger: I am planning to go to the USSR in January.
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Kissinger: We owe the Portuguese a lot.

We must stop nitpicking them.

Moorer: They really kicked us out.
Schle!:linger: How about the Spanish?

They are ugly.

Kissinger: Let's put on the agenda our relations with Europe for after my
trip. Their behavior is dis graceful.
The French are the only ones doing an intellectual job on defense.
The Germans are weak and the Dritish are shits.
Schle singer: The Turks are back in opium; they are letting Soviet over
flights and not our tankers.
Kissinger: We will stop harrassing the Greeks and let the Turks know
what we think of their behavior.
Any thank-you. notes or nasty notes on this crisis, we can take care of.
Schlesinger: We arc moving forces to the Persian Gulf.
Moorer: I anl working up opti,ons.
Kissinger: Send the:m to us.
Schlesinger: We don't want to leave Bahrain.
Moorer: We would have to m.ove to Iran or Diego Garcia.
Schle!:linger: We need a: facility in the Persian Gull.
We have a few deals with the British.
Kissinger: The British should know we are a bit pissed off.

Kissinger: Tell them we are asking ourselves what remains of our special
relationship. In every crisis they operate independently.
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